


November 12, 2014

Fellow Members,

Hope this letter finds you all well.

We have been very busy the last 8 weeks getting ready for the next phase of the development 
of power production from the MM1 (our original engine).  

During our last year of development and testing we found that if we utilize and fire one bank of 
the electromagnets we can generate even more energy than we did by running a engine as a
conventional automobile engine, with no moving parts. (Third Patent)

Our team, under the direction of our nuclear engineer, has 
designed a vessel that captures pounds per square inch (PSI) 
of pressure through steam. Please reference Image #1 (vessel 
picture), an ANSI approved high-pressure tank.  Using this vessel 
we are now preparing to contain the steam, turning the plasma 
generation and the excess energy into mechanical energy that 
can be used.

Image #2 shows 250 volts of 
energy placed through a 
solenoid.  You can see a small 
ball of fire on the electrode, 
this is using battery power 
alone. This is what is called 
“Electrolysis”

Image #3 shows that running on the same array 
of batteries at only 25% of just 1 bank of magnets 
(only two cylinders), generating a much larger ball 
of fire (plasma) energy, of which the by-product is 
hydrogen and instantaneous steam. This is the result 
of running the battery power through the MM1.

Magnetic Miles LLC currently holds 3 patents with the US Patent Department with our 4th patent 
application filed.  Patents #1 and # 2 are on a Magnetic Reciprocating Electromagnetic Engine. 
Our 3rd patent is for the way we now generate energy with NO MOVING PARTS. (Engine in locked 
position). Our 4th patent is the method in which we utilize the energy production to contain the 
anomalous heat and create mechanical energy.

Since our lab does not have the funding many larger laboratories enjoy, we have had to find 
a way to show Physicists, Nuclear and Mechanical Engineers and others that we do generate 
excess energy, and are able to use it. (Capture the “Lightning in a bottle”).

There could be many other ways that a third party can take this technology and develop it.

Please understand that we are working diligently towards a conclusion. We do have interested 
parties, but before the negotiations begin, we must complete testing and have our scientists 
verify the results.

We invite you to check out the following link. This shows the MM1 Plasma Test July 15, 2014       
http://youtu.be/Fjnit6o8c1U

The purpose for this letter is to provide you with the latest developments that we are achieving. 
Please refrain from contacting us directly seeking additional information; per SEC and Patent 
Law Regulations we cannot disclose to individual shareholders our proprietary development 
progress as this is a direct violation of the Securities and Exchange Commission. 

Have a wonderful and safe Thanksgiving.

All the best,

Michael Cristoforo MGR. COO

The theory of creating greater energy 
output than input, is being accepted and 
quantified by Physicists around the world. 
MIT verified this output through their own 
mini LED project, where they generated 
more power output than the input with 
LED lamps in a very micro scaled project. 
The Pentagon has actually stated that 
increased energy can be created through 
excess anomalous heat. As you can see in 
image # 4, we are working on producing 
energy in a much larger scale, using our 
own patented technology.
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